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Abstract

Many real-world AI problems (e.g. in configuration) are
weakly constrained, thus requiring a mechanism for char-
acterizing and finding the preferred solutions. Preference-
based search (PBS) exploits preferences between decisions
to focus search to preferred solutions, but does not efficiently
treat preferences on defined criteria such as the total price or
quality of a configuration. We generalize PBS to compute
balanced, extreme, and Pareto-optimal solutions for general
CSP’s, thus handling preferences on and between multiple
criteria. A master-PBS selects criteria based on trade-offs and
preferences and passes them as optimization objective to a
sub-PBS that performs a constraint-based Branch-and-Bound
search. We project the preferences of the selected criterion to
the search decisions to provide a search heuristics and to re-
duce search effort, thus giving the criterion a high impact on
the search. The resulting method will particularly be effec-
tive for CSP’s with large domains that arise if configuration
catalogs are large.

Keywords: preferences, nonmonotonic reasoning, con-
straint satisfaction, multi-criteria optimization, search.

Introduction
In this paper, we consider combinatorial problems that are
weakly constrained and that lack a clear global optimization
objective. Many real-world AI problems have these charac-
teristics: examples can be found in configuration, design, di-
agnosis, but also in temporal reasoning and scheduling. An
example for configuration is a vacation adviser system that
chooses vacation destinations from a potentially very large
catalog. Given user requirements (e.g. about desired vaca-
tion activities such as wind-surfing, canyoning), compatibil-
ity constraints between different destinations, and global ’re-
source’ constraints (e.g. on price) usually still leave a large
set of possible solutions. In spite of this, most of the solu-
tions will be discarded as long as more interesting solutions
are possible. Preferences on different choices and criteria
are an adequate way to characterize the interesting solutions.
For example, the user may prefer Hawaii to Florida for doing
wind-surfing or prefer cheaper vacations in general.

Different methods for representing and treating prefer-
ences have been developed in different disciplines. In AI,
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preferences are often treated in a qualitative way and spec-
ify an order between hypotheses, default rules, or decisions.
Examples for this have been elaborated in nonmonotonic
reasoning (Brewka 1989) and constraint satisfaction (Junker
2000). Here, preferences can be represented by a predi-
cate or a constraint, which allows complex preference state-
ments (e.g. dynamic preferences, soft preferences, meta-
preferences and so on). Furthermore, preferences between
search decisions also allow to express search heuristics and
to reduce search effort for certain kinds of scheduling prob-
lems (Junker 2000).

In our vacation adviser example, the basic decisions con-
sist in choosing one (or several) destinations and we can thus
express preferences between individual destinations. How-
ever, the user preferences are usually formulated on global
criteria such as the total price, quality, and distance which
are defined in terms of the prices, qualities, and distances of
all the chosen destinations. We thus obtain a multi-criteria
optimization problem.

We could try to apply the preference-based search (Junker
2000) by choosing the values of the different criteria before
choosing the destinations. However, this method has severe
draw-backs:

1. Choosing the value of a defined criterion highly con-
strains the remaining search problem and usually leads to
a thrashing behaviour.

2. The different criteria are minimized in a strict order. We
get solutions that are optimal w.r.t. some lexicographic
order, but none that represents compromises between the
different criteria. E.g., the system may propose a cheap
vacation of bad quality and an expensive vacation of good
quality, but no compromise between price and quality.

Hence, a naive application of preferences between decisions
to multi-criteria optimization problems can lead to thrashing
and lacks a balancing mechanism.

Multi-criteria optimization avoids those problem. In Op-
erations Research, a multi-criteria optimization problem is
usually mapped to a single or a sequence of single-criterion
optimization problems which are solved by traditional meth-
ods. Furthermore, there are several notions of optimality
such as Pareto-optimality, lexicographic optimality, and lex-
icographic max-order optimality (Ehrgott 1997). We can
thus determine ’extreme solutions’ where one criteria is
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favoured to another criteria as well as ’balanced solutions’
where the different criteria are as close together as possi-
ble and that represent compromises. This balancing requires
that the different criteria are comparable, which is usually
achieved by a standardization method. Surprisingly, the bal-
ancing is not achieved by weighted sums of the different cri-
teria, but by a new lexicographic approach (Ehrgott 1997).
In order to find a compromise between a good price and a
good quality, Ehrgott first minimizes the maximum between
(standardized versions of) price and quality, fixes one of the
criteria (e.g. the standardized quality) at the resulting mini-
mum, and then minimizes the other criterion (e.g. the price).

In this paper, we will develop a modified version of
preference-based search that solves a minimization subprob-
lem for finding the best value of a given criterion instead of
trying out the different value assignments. Furthermore, we
also show how to compute Pareto-optimal and balanced so-
lutions with new versions of preference-based search.

Multi-criteria optimization as studied in Operations Re-
search also has draw-backs. Qualitative preferences as elab-
orated in AI can help to address following issues:

1. We would like to state that certain criteria are more impor-
tant than other criteria without choosing a total ranking of
the criteria as required by lexicographic optimality. For
example, we would like to state a preference between a
small price and a high quality on the one hand and a small
distance on the other hand, but we still would like to get a
solution where the price is minimized first and a solution
where the quality is maximized first.

2. Multi-criteria optimization specifies preferences on de-
fined criteria, but it does not translates them to prefer-
ences between search decisions. In general, it is not evi-
dent how to automatically derive a search heuristics from
the selected optimization objective. Adequate preferences
between search decisions provide such a heuristics and
also allow to apply preference-based search to reduce the
search effort for the subproblem.

In order to address the first point, we compare the differ-
ent notions of optimal solutions with the different notions
of preferred solutions that have been elaborated in non-
monotonic reasoning. If no preferences between criteria
are given, the Pareto-optimal solutions correspond to the
G-preferred solutions (Grosof 1991; Geffner & Pearl 1992;
Junker 1997) and the lexicographic-optimal solutions cor-
respond to the B-preferred solutions (Brewka 1989; Junker
1997). Preferences between criteria can easily be taken into
account by the latter methods. For balanced solutions, we
present a variant of Ehrgott’s definition that respects pref-
erences between criteria as well. The different versions of
preference-based search will also respect these additional
preferences. We thus obtain a system where the user can
express preferences on the criteria and preferences between
the criteria and choose between extreme solutions, balanced
solutions and Pareto-optimal solutions.

As mentioned above, the new versions of preference-
based search solve a minimization subproblem when deter-
mining the best value for a selected criterion. We would
like to also use preference-based search for solving the sub-

problems. However, the preferences are only expressed on
the criteria and not on the search decisions. It therefore is
a natural idea to project the preferences on the selected cri-
terion to the search decisions. We will introduce a general
method for preference projection, which we then apply to
usual objectives such as sum, min, max, and element con-
straints. It is important to note that these projected prefer-
ences will change from one subproblem to the other. The
projected preferences will be used to guide the search and
to reduce search effort. Depending on the projected prefer-
ences, completely different parts of the search space may be
explored and, in particular, the first solution depends on the
chosen objective. Search effort can be reduced since the pro-
jected preferences preserve Pareto-optimality. We therefore
adapt the new preference-based search method for Pareto-
optimal solutions for solving the subproblems.

The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce dif-
ferent notions of optimality from multi-criteria optimization
and then extend them to cover preferences between crite-
ria. After this, we develop new versions of preference-based
search for computing the different kinds of preferred solu-
tions. Finally, we introduce preference projection.

Preferred Solutions
We first introduce different notions of optimality from multi-
criteria optimization and then link them to definitions of pre-
ferred solutions from nonmonotonic reasoning.

Preferences on Criteria
Throughout this paper, we consider combinatorial problems
that have the decision variables X := (x1, . . . , xm), the cri-
teria Z := (z1, . . . , zn), and the constraints C. Each deci-
sion variable xi has a domain D(xi) from which its values
will be chosen. For example, xi may represent the vacation
destination in the i-th of m = 3 weeks. The constraints
in C have the form C(x1, . . . , xm). Each constraint sym-
bol C has an associated relation RC . In our example, there
may be compatibility constraints (e.g., the destinations of
two successive vacation destinations must belong to neigh-
boured countries) and requirements (e.g., at least one des-
tination should allow wind-surfing and at least one should
allow museum visits). Each criterion zi has a definition in
form of a functional constraint zi := fi(x1, . . . , xm) and a
domain D(zi). Examples for criteria are price, quality, and
distance (zone). The price is a sum of element constraints:

price :=
m∑

i=1

price(xi)

The total quality is defined as minimum of the individual
qualities and the total distance is the maximum of the indi-
vidual distances. The individual prices, qualities, and desti-
nations are given by tables such as the catalog in figure 1.

A solution S of (C,X ) is a set of assignments {x1 =
v1, . . . , xm = vm} of values from D(xi) to each xi such
that all constraints in C are satisfied, i.e. (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ RC

for each constraint C(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ C. We write vS(zi) for
the value fi(v1, . . . , vm) of zi in the solution S.
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Destination Price Quality Distance Activities
Athens 60 1 4 museums,

wind-surfing
Barcelona 70 2 3 museums,

wind-surfing
Florence 80 3 3 museums
London 100 5 2 museums
Munich 90 4 2 museums

Nice 90 4 2 wind-surfing
. . .

Figure 1: Catalog of a fictive hotel chain

Furthermore, we introduce preferences between the dif-
ferent values for a criterion zi and thus specify a multi-
criteria optimization problem. Let ≺zi

⊆ D(zi) × D(zi) be
a strict partial order for each zi. For example, we choose <
for price and distance and > for quality. We write u � v
iff u ≺ v or u = v. Multiple criteria optimization provides
different notions of optimality. The most well-known ex-
amples are Pareto optimality, lexicographic optimality, and
optimality w.r.t. weighted sums.

A Pareto-optimal solution S is locally optimal. If another
solution S∗ is better than S w.r.t. a criterion zj then S is
better than S∗ for some other criterion zk:

Definition 1 A solution S of (C,X ) is a Pareto-optimal so-
lution of (C,X ,Z,≺zi

) iff there is no other solution S∗ of
(C,X ) s.t. vS∗(zk) ≺zk

vS(zk) for a k and vS∗(zi) �zi

vS(zi) for all i.

Pareto-optimal solutions narrow down the solution space
since non-Pareto-optimal solution do not appear to be ac-
ceptable. However, their number is usually too large in or-
der to enumerate them all. Figure 2 (left) shows the Pareto-
optimal solutions S1 to S8 for the two criteria z1 and z2.

From now on, we suppose that all the ≺zi
’s are total or-

ders. This simplifies the presentation of definitions and algo-
rithms. A lexicographic solution requires to choose a rank-
ing of the different criteria. We express it by a permutation
of the indices:

Definition 2 Let π be a permutation of 1, . . . , n. Let
VS(π(Z)) := (vS(zπ1), . . . , vS(zπn

)). A solution S of
(C,X ) is an extreme solution of (C,X ,Z,≺zi

) iff there is no
other solution S∗ of (C,X ) s.t. VS∗(π(Z)) ≺lex VS(π(Z)).

Different rankings lead to different extreme1 solutions which
are all Pareto-optimal. In figure 2 (left), we obtain the ex-
treme solutions S1 where z1 is preferred to z2 and S8 where
z2 is preferred to z1. Extreme solutions can be determined
by solving a sequence of single-criterion optimization prob-
lems starting with the most important criterion.

If we cannot establish a preference order between differ-
ent criteria then we would like to be able to find compro-
mises between them. Although weighted sums (with equal
weights) are often used to achieve those compromises, they
do not necessarily produce the most balanced solutions. If

1We use the term extreme in the sense that certain criteria have
an absolute priority over other criteria.
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Figure 2: Pareto-optimal solutions for minimization criteria

we choose the same weights for z1 and z2, we obtain S7 as
the optimal solution. Furthermore, if we slightly increase
the weight of z1 the optimal solution jumps from S7 to S2.
Hence, weighted sums, despite of their frequent use, do not
appear a good method for balancing.

In (Ehrgott 1997), Ehrgott uses lexicographic max-
orderings to determine optimal solutions. In this approach,
values of different criteria need to be comparable. For this
purpose, we assume that the preference orders ≺zi

of the
different criteria are equal to a fixed order ≺D. This usually
requires some scaling or standardization of the different cri-
teria. We also introduce the reverse order �D which satisfies
zi �D zj iff zj ≺D zi. When comparing two solutions S1

and S2, the values of the criteria in each solution are first
sorted w.r.t. the order �D before being compared by a lex-
icographic order. This can lead to different permutations of
the criteria for different solutions. We describe the sorting
by a permutation ρS that depends on a given solution S and
that satisfies two conditions:

1. ρS sorts the criteria in a decreasing order: if vS(zi) �D

vS(zj) then ρS
i < ρS

j .

2. ρS does not change the order if two criteria have the same
value: if i < j and vS(zi) = vS(zj) then ρS

i < ρS
j .

Definition 3 A solution S of (C,X ) is a balanced solution
of (C,X ,Z,≺D) iff there is no other solution S∗ of (C,X )
s.t. VS∗(ρS∗

(Z)) ≺lex VS(ρS(Z)).
Balanced solutions are Pareto-optimal and they are those
Pareto-optimal solutions where the different criteria are as
close together as possible. In the example of figure 2
(left), we obtain S5 as balanced solution. According to
Ehrgott, it can be determined as follows: first max(z1, z2)
is minimized. If m is the resulting optimum, the constraint
max(z1, z2) = m is added before min(z1, z2) is minimized.
Balanced solutions can thus be determined by solving a se-
quence of single-criterion optimization problems.

Preferences between Criteria
If many criteria are given it is natural to specify preferences
between different criteria as well. For example, we would
like to specify that a (small) price is more important than a
(short) distance without specifying anything about the qual-
ity. We therefore introduce preferences between criteria in
form of a strict partial order ≺Z⊆ Z ×Z .
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Preferences on criteria and between criteria can be ag-
gregated to preferences between assignments of the form
zi = v. Let ≺ be the smallest relation satisfying follow-
ing two conditions: 1. If u ≺zi

v then (zi = u) ≺ (zi = v)
for all u, v and 2. If zi ≺Z zj then (zi = u) ≺ (zj = v) for
all u, v. Hence, if a criteria zi is more important than zj then
any assignment to zi is more important than any assignment
to zj . In general, we could also have preferences between
individual value assignments of different criteria. In this pa-
per, we simplified the structure of the preferences in order to
keep the presentation simple.

In nonmonotonic reasoning, those preferences ≺ between
assignments can be used in two different ways:

1. as specification of a preference order between solutions.

2. as (incomplete) specification of a total order (or ranking)
between all assignments, which is in turn used to define a
lexicographic order between solutions.

The ceteris-paribus preferences (Boutilier et al. 1997) and
the G-preferred solutions of (Grosof 1991; Geffner & Pearl
1992) follow the first approach, whereas the second ap-
proach leads to the B-preferred solutions of (Brewka 1989;
Junker 1997). We adapt the definitions in (Junker 1997) to
the specific preference structure of this paper:

Definition 4 A solution S of (C,X ) is a G-preferred solu-
tion of (C,X ,Z,≺) if there is no other solution S∗ of (C,X )
such that vS(zk) �= vS∗(zk) for some k and for all i with
vS(zi) ≺zi

vS∗(zi) there exists a j s.t. zj ≺Z zi and
vS∗(zj) ≺zj

vS(zj).

Hence, a criterion can become worse if a more important
criterion is improved. In figure 2 (right), S1 to S8 are G-
preferred if z1 ≺Z z3 and z2 ≺Z z3 are given. Each G-
preferred solution corresponds to a Pareto-optimal solution.
If there are no preferences between criteria, each Pareto-
optimal solution corresponds to some G-preferred solution.
However, if there are preferences between criteria, certain
Pareto-optimal solutions S are not G-preferred. There can
be a G-preferred solution S∗ that is better than S for a cri-
terion zi, but worse for a less important criterion zj (i.e.
zi ≺Z zj).

In general, we may get new G-preferred solutions if we
add new constraints to our problem. However, adding upper
bounds on criteria does not add new G-preferred solutions:

Proposition 1 S is a G-preferred solution of (C ∪ {zi ≺zi

u},X ,Z,≺) iff S is a G-preferred solution of (C,X ,Z,≺)
and vS(zi) ≺zi

u.

Although this property appears to be trivial it is not satisfied
for the B-preferred solutions which will be introduced next.
It will be essential for computing G-preferred solutions.

In the definition of lexicographic optimal solutions, a sin-
gle ranking of the given criteria is considered. In the def-
inition of B-preferred solutions, we consider all rankings
that respect the given preferences between the criteria. Fol-
lowing definition has been adapted from (Brewka 1989;
Junker 1997) to our specific preference structure:

Definition 5 A solution S of (C,X ) is a B-preferred solu-
tion of (C,X ,Z,≺) if there exists a permutation π such

that 1. π respects ≺Z (i.e. zi ≺Z zj implies πi < πj)
and 2. there is no other solution S∗ of (C,X ) satisfying
VS∗(π(Z)) ≺lex VS(π(Z)).

The B-preferred solution for π can be computed by solving
a sequence of minimization problems: Let A0 := ∅ and

Ai := Ai−1 ∪ {zπi
= m}

where
m = min≺zπi

{v | C ∪ Ai−1 ∪ {zπi
= v} has a solution}

In figure 2 (right), S1 and S8 are B-preferred (for z1 ≺Z z3

and z2 ≺Z z3). Each B-preferred solution corresponds to an
extreme solution. If there are no preferences between crite-
ria, each extreme solution corresponds to some B-preferred
solution. If there are preferences between criteria certain ex-
treme solutions may not be B-preferred. For example, S15

is an extreme solution, which is obtained if first the distance
is minimized and then the price. However, this ranking of
criteria does not respect the given preferences.

In (Junker 1997), it has been shown that each B-preferred
solution is a G-preferred one, but that the converse is not
true in general. In figure 2 (right), S2 to S6 are G-preferred,
but not B-preferred. These solutions assign a worse value to
z1 than the B-preferred solution S1, but a better value than
S8. Similarly, they assign a better value to z2 than S8, but
a worse value than S1. It is evident that such a case cannot
arise if each criteria has only two possible values. Hence, we
get an equivalence in following case, where no compromises
are possible:

Proposition 2 If there is no zi such that v1 ≺zi
v2 ≺zi

v3

and C ∪ {z = vi} has a solution for i = 1, 2, 3 then each
G-preferred solution of (C,X ,Z,≺) is also a B-preferred
solution of (C,X ,Z,≺).

So far, we simply adapted existing notions of preferred
solutions to our preference structure and related them to
well-known notions of optimality. We now introduce a new
kind of preferred solutions that generalizes the balanced so-
lutions. We want to be able to balance certain criteria, e.g.
the price and the quality, but prefer these two criteria to other
criteria such as the distance. Hence, we limit the balancing
to certain groups of criteria instead of finding a compromise
between all criteria. For this purpose, we partition Z into
disjoint sets G1, . . . , Gk of criteria. Given a criterion z, we
also denote its group by G(z). The criteria in a single group
Gi will be balanced. The groups themselves are handled by
using a lexicographic approach. Thus, we can treat prefer-
ences between different groups, but not between different
criteria of a single group. Given a strict partial order ≺G be-
tween the Gi’s, we can easily define an order ≺Z between
criteria: if G1 ≺ G2 and zi ∈ G1, zj ∈ G2 then zi ≺Z zj .

We now combine definitions 5 and 3. As in definition 5,
we first choose a global permutation π that respects the pref-
erences between groups. We then locally sort the values of
each balancing group in a decreasing order. We describe this
local sorting by a permutation θS that depends on a given so-
lution S and that satisfies three conditions:

1. θS can only exchange variables that belong to the same
balanced group: G(zi) = G(zθS

i
).
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Algorithm Extreme-PBS1(C, Z , ≺)

1. A := ∅; U := Z; Q := ∅;
2. while Q ∪ U �= ∅ do
3. for all (z = q) ∈ Q do
4. let m be minimize(C ∪ A, z,≺z)
5. if q ≺z m then Q := Q − {z = q};
6. if U = ∅ and Q �= ∅ then fail;
7. B := {y ∈ U |� ∃y∗ ∈ U : y∗ ≺Z y and
8. � ∃(y = q) ∈ Q};
9. if B = ∅ then fail else
10. select z ∈ B;
11. let m be minimize(C ∪ A, z,≺z);
12. choose A := A ∪ {z = m}; U := U − {z}
13. or Q := Q ∪ {z = m};
14. return A;

Figure 3: Algorithm Extreme-PBS1

2. θS sorts the criteria of each group in a decreasing order:
if vS(zi) �D vS(zj) and G(zi) = G(zj) then θS

i < θS
j .

3. θS does not change the order if two criteria of the same
group have the same value: if i < j, vS(zi) = vS(zj),
and G(zi) = G(zj) then θS

i < θS
j .

Definition 6 A solution S of (C,X ) is an E-preferred so-
lution of (C,X ,Z,≺) if there exists a permutation π such
that 1. π respects ≺Z (i.e. zi ≺Z zj implies πi <
πj) and 2. there is no other solution S∗ of (C,X ) s.t.
VS∗(θS∗

(π(Z))) ≺lex VS(θS(π(Z))).
In figure 2 (right), S5 is E-preferred (z1 ≺Z z3 and z2 ≺Z
z3). Each E-preferred solution corresponds to a balanced
solution. If there are no preferences between criteria, each
balanced solution corresponds to an E-preferred solution.

Interestingly, we can map E-preferred solutions to B-
preferred solutions if we introduce suitable variables and
preferences. For each group G of cardinality nG, we use
following min-max-variables yG,nG

, . . . , yG,1:

yG,i := min{max(X) | X ⊆ G s.t. | X | = i} (1)

where max(X) := max{z | z ∈ X}. Let Ẑ be the set
of all of these min-max-variables. Following preferences
ensure that min-max-variables for larger subsets X are more
important:

yG,i≺̂yG,i−1 for i = nG, . . . , 2 (2)

A preference between a group G∗ and a group G can
be translated into a preference between the last min-max-
variable of G∗ and the first one of G:

yG∗,1≺̂yG,nG (3)

The E-preferred solutions then correspond to the B-preferred
solutions of the translated criteria and preferences:
Theorem 1 S is an E-preferred solution of (C,X ,Z,≺) iff
S is a B-preferred solution of (C,X , Ẑ, ≺̂).

We have thus established variants of Pareto-optimal, ex-
treme, and balanced solutions that take into account prefer-
ences between criteria. On the one hand, we gain a better un-
derstanding of the existing preferred solutions by this com-
parison with notions form multi-criteria optimization. On
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Figure 4: Finding extreme solutions

the other hand, we obtain a balancing mechanism that fits
well into the qualitative preference framework.

Preference-based Search
We now adapt the preference-based search algorithm from
(Junker 2000) to treat preferences on criteria and to compute
Pareto-optimal solutions and balanced solutions as well.

Extreme Solutions
The algorithm in (Junker 2000) can easily be adapted to
preferences on criteria. The resulting algorithm is shown
in figure 3. We explain its basic idea for the small exam-
ple shown in figure 4, where price and quality are preferred
to distance. The algorithm maintains a set U of unexplored
criteria, which is initialized with the set of all criteria (i.e.
price, quality, and distance). In each step, the algorithm se-
lects a best criterion z of U (e.g. the price). Instead of trying
to assign different values to the total price, we determine the
cheapest price by solving a minimization subproblem:

minimize(A, z,≺z) :=
min≺z

{v | A ∪ {z = v} has a solution} (4)

In order to obtain a unique result, we assume that the orders
≺zi

are strict total orders throughout the entire section. In
our example, the cheapest solution has a price of 160. We
now add the assignment price = 160 to an initially empty
set A of assignments. In figure 3, the elements of A occur
as labels of the left branches. We then determine the best
quality under this assignment. Once the price and quality
have been determined we can determine a distance as well.

In order to find further solutions, Extreme-PBS1 does not
add the negation of assignments, but introduces a refutation
query for each assignment z = v. We say that z = v is re-
futed if it becomes inconsistent after assigning values to un-
explored criteria that may precede z. The refutation queries
are added to a set Q. We can remove an element from Q if
it has been refuted by further assignments. The assignment
to the distance cannot be refuted since there are no further
unexplored criteria. The quality of 1 cannot be refuted since
the single non-explored criterion distance cannot precede the
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quality. However, we can refute the price of 160 by first
maximizing the quality. After this, we can again minimize
the price and the distance, which leads to a new solution as
shown in figure 3.

Theorem 2 Algorithm Extreme-PBS1(C,Z,≺) always ter-
minates. Each successful run returns a B-preferred solution
of (C,X ,Z,≺) and each such B-preferred solution is re-
turned by exactly one successful run.

According to theorem 1, we can use this algorithm to also
compute balanced solutions supposed we provide it with the
adequately translated criteria and preferences.

Pareto-optimal Solutions
The algorithm for B-preferred solutions is thus relatively
simple. Computing G-preferred solutions turns out to be
more subtle. Interestingly, most operations of algorithm
Extreme-PBS1 are also valid for G-preferred solutions ex-
cept for the rules in lines 6 and 8, where the algorithm back-
tracks since no B-preferred solution exists that is compatible
with the given assignments and refutation queries. An algo-
rithm for G-preferred solutions cannot backtrack in this case
since there may be G-preferred solutions, which are not B-
preferred. In order to obtain an algorithm for computing G-
preferred solutions, we have to avoid such a situation. The
basic idea is to add additional constraints that produce the
equivalence between G-preferred and B-preferred solutions
that is stated in proposition 2. We need to reduce the do-
main of each criterion z such that all values are either a best
or a worst element of the domain. If there are intermediate
values u between a best value q and a worst value v then
we consider two possibilities: either we impose u as upper
bound on z by adding a constraint z �z u or we require
that z = u is refuted. In general, adding constraints can in-
troduce new G-preferred solutions. Proposition 1 states that
this is not the case if upper bounds are added.

The resulting algorithm is given in figure 5. It needs the
set of values that have not yet been eliminated by some upper
bound:

Pos(A, z) := {v |� ∃(z � u) ∈ A : u ≺z v} (5)

The algorithm 5 determines all G-preferred solutions:

Theorem 3 Algorithm Pareto-PBS1(C,Z,≺) always ter-
minates. Each successful run returns a G-preferred solution
of (C,X ,Z,≺) and each G-preferred solution is returned by
exactly one successful run.

Adding upper bounds thus helps to control the behaviour
of PBS and to avoid that it jumps from one extreme solu-
tion to the other. In figure 4, minimizing the quality refutes
the cheapest price of 160, as it was required. However, we
now obtain a very high price of 250. In order to obtain com-
promises between price and quality, we constrain the price
to be strictly smaller than 250 before minimizing the quality.
This discussion indicates that we need not consider all upper
bounds. We first determine an extreme solution that leads to
a high price and we use this value to impose an upper bound
on the price. Hence, we can extract the values of the upper
bounds from the previous solutions found so far.

Algorithm Pareto-PBS1(C, Z , ≺)

1. A := ∅; U := Z; Q := ∅;
2. while Q ∪ U �= ∅ do
3. for all (z = q) ∈ Q do
4. let m be minimize(C ∪ A, z,≺z)
5. if q ≺z m then Q := Q − {z = q};
6. if U = ∅ and Q �= ∅ then fail;
7. B := {y ∈ U |� ∃y∗ ∈ U : y∗ ≺Z y and
8. � ∃(y = q) ∈ Q};
9. if there is (z = q) ∈ Q and v, w ∈ Pos(A, z)
10. s.t. q ≺z v ≺z w then
11. select a ≺z-minimal element u
12. s.t. u ∈ Pos(A, z) and q ≺z u ≺z w;
13. choose A := A ∪ {z �z u};
14. or Q := Q ∪ {z = u};
15. else if B = ∅ then fail else
16. select z ∈ B;
17. let m be minimize(C ∪ A, z,≺z);
18. A := A ∪ {z 	z m};
19. choose A := A ∪ {z = m}; U := U − {z}
20. or Q := Q ∪ {z = m};
21. return A;

Figure 5: Algorithm Pareto-PBS1

Preference Projection
A multi-criteria optimization problem is often solved by a
sequence of single-criterion optimization problems having
different objectives. We can, for example, solve each of
these subproblems by a constraint-based Branch-and-Bound
which maintains the best objective value found so far. Now,
when changing the objective, the search heuristics should be
adapted as well. It is a natural idea to project the preference
order of the objective to the decision variables that appear in
its definition. We define preference projection as follows:

Definition 7 ≺xk
is a projection of ≺zj

via fj(x1, . . . , xm)
to xk if and only if following condition holds for all
u1, . . . , um and v1, . . . , vm with ui = vi for i = 1, . . . , k −
1, k + 1, . . . ,m:

if uk ≺xk
vk then

fj(u1, . . . , um) �y fj(v1, . . . , vm) (6)

Definition 8 ≺x1 , . . . ,≺xm
is a projection of ≺z1 , . . . ,≺zn

via f1, . . . , fn to x1, . . . , xm if ≺xi
is a projection of ≺zj

via fj(x1, . . . , xm) to xi for all i, j.

The projected preferences preserve Pareto-optimality:

Theorem 4 Let ≺x1 , . . . ,≺xm
be a projection of ≺z1

, . . . ,≺zn
via f1, . . . , fn to x1, . . . , xm. If S is a Pareto-

optimal solution w.r.t. the criteria z1, . . . , zn and the prefer-
ences ≺z1 , . . . ,≺zn

then there exists a solution S∗ that 1. is
a Pareto-optimal solution w.r.t. the criteria x1, . . . , xm and
the preferences ≺x1 , . . . ,≺xm

and 2. vS∗(zi) = vS(zi) for
all criteria zi.

Since extreme and balanced solutions are Pareto-optimal
we can additionally use the projected preferences to reduce
search effort when solving a sub-problem. For this pur-
pose, we adapt the algorithm Pareto-PBS1 to the decision
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variables x1, . . . , xm and do consistency checks instead of
minimize-calls.

We give some examples for preference projections:

1. The increasing order < is a projection of < via sum, min,
max, and multiplication with a positive coefficient.

2. The decreasing order > is a projection of < via a multi-
plication with a negative coefficient.

3. Given an element constraint of the form y = f(x) that
maps each possible value i of x to a value f(i), the fol-
lowing order ≺x is a projection of < to x via f(x):

u ≺x v iff f(u) < f(v) (7)

In our vacation example, the price, quality, and distance of
a destination are all defined by element constraints. If we
change the objective, we project preferences over a different
element constraint. Since the projected preferences depend
on the values f (e.g. price, quality), changing the objective
will completely change the order of the value assignments
xi = u. Thus, the objective will have a strong impact on
the search heuristics. On the one hand, the first solution
detected is influenced by the projected preferences and thus
may change when the objective is changed. On the other
hand, search effort is reduced depending on the objective.

Conclusion
Although Preference-based Search (Junker 2000) provided
an interesting technique for reducing search effort based
on preferences, it could only take into account prefer-
ences between search decisions, was limited to combina-
torial problems of a special structure, and did not provide
any method for finding compromises in absence of pref-
erences. In this paper, we have lifted PBS from prefer-
ences on decisions to preferences on criteria as they are
common in qualitative decision theory (Doyle & Thoma-
son 1999; Bacchus & Grove 1995; Boutilier et al. 1997;
Domshlak, Brafman, & Shimony 2001). We further gener-
alized PBS such that not only extreme solutions are com-
puted, but also balanced and Pareto-optimal solutions. Sur-
prisingly, balanced solutions can be computed by a modified
lexicographic approach (Ehrgott 1997) which fits well into
a qualitative preference framework as studied in nonmono-
tonic reasoning and qualitative decision theory.

Our search procedure consists of two modules. A master-
PBS explores the criteria in different orders and assigns opti-
mal values to them. The optimal value of a selected criterion
is determined by a sub-PBS, which performs a constraint-
based Branch-and-Bound search through the original prob-
lem space (i.e. the different value assignments to decision
variables). We furthermore project the preferences on the
selected criterion to preferences between the search deci-
sions, which provides an adapted search heuristics for the
optimization objective and which allows to reduce search
effort further. Hence, different regions of the search space
will be explored depending on the selected objective. Our
approach has been implemented in ILOG JCONFIGURATOR
V2.0 and adds multi-criteria optimization functionalities to
this constraint-based configuration tool.

Other CSP-based approaches to multi-criteria optimiza-
tion are doing a single Branch-and-Bound search for all cri-
teria, which requires to maintain a set of non-dominated so-
lutions (cf. (Boutilier et al. 1997), (Gavanelli 2002)) instead
of a single bound. Dominance checking ensures that non-
preferred solutions are pruned. Interestingly, the Master-
PBS does not need dominance checking, but uses refutation
queries to avoid non-preferred solutions.

Future work will be devoted to improve the pruning be-
haviour of the new PBS procedures by incorporating the
conflict checking methods of (Junker 2000). We will also
examine whether PBS can be used to determine preferred
solutions as defined by soft constraints (Khatib et al. 2001).
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